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On graceful and harmonious labelings of trees
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September 19, 2019
Abstract
We prove via composition lemmas the Kotzig-Ringel and the Graham-Sloane conjectures, respectively known as the Graceful
and Harmonious Labeling Conjectures. We also prove via a stronger form of the composition lemma a stronger version of the
Graceful Labeling Conjecture.
1 Introduction
The Kotzig-Ringel [R64, Gal05] conjecture, better known as the Graceful Labeling Conjecture (GLC), asserts that every tree admits
a graceful labeling. The Graham-Sloane [GS80] conjecture, better known as the Harmonious Labeling Conjecture (HLC), asserts
that every tree admits a harmonious labeling. Both graceful and harmonious of graphs are vertex labelings which result in a bijection
between vertex labels and induced edge labels. In the context of the GLC, induced edge labels correspond to absolute differences of
integers assigned to the vertices spanning each edge. In the context of the HLC, induced edge labels correspond to residue classes
( modulo the order of the graph ) of sums of integers assigned to the vertices spanning each edge. We discuss here a functional
reformulation of both problems. A rooted tree on n > 0 vertices is associated with a function
f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z subject to
∣∣∣f (n−1) ([0, n) ∩ Z)∣∣∣ = 1 (1)
where
∀ i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z, f (0) (i) := i, and ∀ k ≥ 0, f (k+1) (i) = f (k) (f (i)) = f
(
f (k) (i)
)
.
Every f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z has a corresponding functional directed graph Gf whose vertex and edge sets are respectively
V (Gf ) := [0, n) ∩ Z and E (Gf ) := {(i, f (i)) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z} .
Some examples of induced edge labelings of a functional directed graph Gf associated with f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z include :
• Induced subtractive edge labels given by {|f (i)− i| : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z} determine whether or not Gf is gracefully labeled.
• Induced additive edge labels given by {f (i) + i mod n : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z} determine whether or not Gf is harmoniously labeled.
• τ -induced edge labels given by {τ (i, f (i)) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z}, for some function τ ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z×[0,n)∩Z, determines
whether or not the labeling of Gf is τ -Zen.
Moreover a given functional directed graph Gf associated with f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z is
• graceful if there exist σ ∈ Sn/Aut(Gf ) such that {|σf (i)− σ (i)| : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z} = [0, n) ∩ Z
• harmonious if there exist σ ∈ Sn/Aut(Gf ) such that {σf (i) + σ (i) mod n : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z} = [0, n) ∩ Z
• τ -Zen for some τ ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z×[0,n)∩Z if there exist σ ∈ Sn/Aut(Gf ) such that
{τ (σf (i) , σ (i)) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z} = [0, n) ∩ Z
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The following two propositions respectively express the permutation reformulation of grace and harmony of functional directed
graphs.
Proposition 0a : ( Permutation formulation ) An arbitrary functional directed graph Gf associated with a function
f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z is graceful if and only if
f (i) = σ
(−1)
γ,t
(
σγ,t (i) + r
(
(n− 1) t+ (−1)t · γ, σγ,t (i)
)
·
(
(n− 1) t+ (−1)t · γ
)
σγ,t (i)
)
, ∀ i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z,
where
γ ∈ S ⊂ Sn/In, t ∈ {0, 1} , r ∈ {−1, 0, 1}S×[0,n)∩Z and σγ,t ∈ Sn/AutGf .
In denotes a partition of S into equivalence classes prescribed by the complementary labeling relation. In other words the equiva-
lence class associated with an arbitrary φ ∈ S is {φ, (n− 1)− φ}. The notation σγ,t is meant to emphasize the dependence of the
coset on the parameters γ and t.
Proof : On the one hand, the proof of necessity, follows from the fact that Gf being graceful implies that
∃ σ ∈ Sn/Aut(Gf ), such that {|σf (j)− σ (j)| : j ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z} = [0, n) ∩ Z,
by performing the change of variable j = σ−1 (i) we have{∣∣∣σfσ(−1) (i)− σσ−1 (i)∣∣∣ : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z} = [0, n) ∩ Z.
Consequently there exist a permutation γ ∈ Sn such that∣∣∣σfσ(−1) (j)− j∣∣∣ = γ (j) , ∀ j ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
=⇒ σfσ(−1) (j) = j ± γ (j) , ∀ j ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z,
=⇒ fσ−1 (j) = σ(−1) (j ± γ (j)) , ∀ j ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z,
a change of variable similar to the previous one yields the desired result
f (i) ∈ σ(−1) (σ (i)± γσ (i)) , ∀ i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z.
On the other hand the proof of sufficiency follows from the fact that if a given function f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z is such that
∀ i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z, f (i) ∈ σ(−1) (σ (i)± γσ (i))
then the corresponding functional directed graph Gf is isomorphic to the gracefully labeled functional directed graph Gσfσ−1 and
thereby completes the proof.
Proposition 0b : ( Permutation reformulation ) An arbitrary functional directed graph Gf associated with
f ∈ (Z/nZ)Z/nZ is harmonious if and only if
∃ σ ∈ Sn/Aut(Gf ) and γ ∈ Sn such that ∀ i ∈ Z/nZ, f (i) ≡ σ(−1) ((n− 1)σ (i) + γσ (i)) mod n
Proof : The proof of necessity, follows from the fact that Gf being harmonious implies that
∃ σ ∈ Sn/Aut(Gf ), s.t. {σf (j) + σ (j) : j ∈ Z/nZ} = Z/nZ
2
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Figure 1: A functional directed graph on 6 vertices.
by change of variable {
σfσ(−1) (i) + σσ(−1) (i) : i ∈ Z/nZ
}
= Z/nZ
Consequently there exist a permutation γ ∈ Sn such that
∀ j ∈ Z/nZ, σfσ(−1) (j) + j ≡ γ (j) mod n
a change of variable yields the desired result
f (i) ≡ σ(−1) ((n− 1)σ (i) + γσ (i)) mod n, ∀ i ∈ Z/nZ
On the other hand the proof of sufficiency follows from the fact that if an arbitrarily given function f ∈ (Z/nZ)Z/nZ is subject to the
condition
f (i) ≡ σ(−1) ((n− 1)σ (i) + γσ (i)) mod n, ∀ i ∈ Z/nZ
then Gf is isomorphic to the harmoniously labeled functional directed graph Gσfσ−1 and thereby completes the proof.
Let GrL(Gf ) and HaL(Gf ) respectively denote the set of distinct graceful and harmonious relabelings of the functional directed
graph Gf . The induced edge label sequence of a graph refers to the non-decreasing sequence of induced edge labels. For instance
the function in Figure 1
f : {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} → {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
defined by
f (0) = 0, f (1) = 0, f (2) = 0, f (3) = 0, f (4) = 3, f (5) = 3,
is a functional spanning subtree of the complete graph ( or functional tree for short ) on 6 vertices which allow for loop edges. The at-
tractive fixed point condition from Eq. (1) is met since f (5) ({0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}) = {0}. The edge set ofGf is {(0, 0) , (1, 0) , (2, 0) , (3, 0) , (4, 3) , (5, 3)}.
The corresponding induced subtractive edge label sequence is equal to the corresponding induced additive edge label sequence and
given by
(0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3) .
The GLC and HLC are easily verified for the families of functional star trees such as identically constant functions. This is seen
from the fact that the identically constant zero function
f : [0, n) ∩ Z→ [0, n) ∩ Z
such that
f (i) = 0, ∀ i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
is simultaneously gracefully and harmoniously labeled. For the chosen family of functions parametrized by n in the example we
have
|GrL (Gf )| = 2 and |HaL (Gf )| = n.
Our main results are proofs of Composition Lemmas, from which proofs of the GLC, the strong GLC [GW18] and the HLC easily
follow as corollaries.
This article is accompanied by an extensive SageMath[S18] graceful graph package which implements the symbolic constructions
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described here. The package is made available at the link:
https://github.com/gnang/Graceful-Graphs-Package
Acknowledgement : The author would like to thank Noga Alon for introducing him to the GLC. We are grateful to Andrei Gabrielov,
Daniel Kelleher, Edward R. Scheinerman, Daniel Q. Naiman, Jeanine Gnang, Amitabh Basu for insightful discussions. The author
is especially grateful to and to Doron Zeilberger whose invaluable suggestions have significantly improved the exposition.
2 Determinantal Certificate of Grace and Harmony
Given two multivariate polynomials F (x) , G (x) ∈ C [x0, · · · , xn−1] such that they both factor into linear factors of the form
F (x) =
∏
0≤i<m
(Pi (x))
αi , G (x) =
∏
0≤i<m
(Pi (x))
βi
for some non negative integers {αi, βi}0≤i<m. If each non identically constant factor Pi (x) is a multivariate polynomial of degree
at most 1 in each individual variable and has no common root in the field of fractions C (x0, · · · , xk−1, xk+1, · · · , xn−1) with any
other factor Pj (x) when i 6= j when viewed as polynomials C [x0, · · · , xk−1, xk+1, · · · , xn−1] [xk] for each 0 ≤ k < n then recall that
∏
0≤i<m
(Pi (x))
max(αi,βi) = LCM (F (x) , G (x))
∏
0≤i<m
(Pi (x))
min(αi,βi) = GCD (F (x) , G (x))
. (2)
Also recall that for an arbitrary multivariate polynomial H (x) ∈ C [x0, · · · , xn−1] we define the canonical representative of the
residue class H (x)mod
{
x
n
i
}
0≤i<n ( also called the remainder ) to be the polynomial interpolant of individual degree ( in each
individual variable ) at most (n− 1) given by
(
H (x)mod
{
x
n
i : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
})
:=
∑
f∈([0,n)∩Z)[0,n)∩Z
H (f (0) , · · · , f (n− 1))
∏
k∈[0,n)∩Z


∏
jk ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
jk 6= f (k)
(
xk − jk
f (k)− jk
)

 . (3)
For notational convenience we have used in Eq. (3) the falling factorial shorthand notation
x
n
i :=
∏
j∈[0,n)∩Z
(xi − j) .
Consequently, the remainder
H (x) mod
{
x
n
i : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
can be obtained via Lagrange interpolation as prescribed in Eq. (3) or alternatively by performing Euclidean divisions of successively
obtained remainders where the successive divisors are univariate polynomials from the set
{
x
n
i : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
in any arbitrarily
chosen order for these generators form an Gröbner basis.
The following two propositions describes determinental constructions for certifying that a given functional directed graph Gf
associated with an arbitrary f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z admits a labeling having at most m distinct induced subtractive and induced
additive edge labels respectively.
Proposition 1a : ( Determinental certificate of grace ) A functional directed graph Gf associated with an arbitrary function
f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z is such that
m = max
σ∈Sn
∣∣∣{∣∣∣σfσ(−1) (i)− i∣∣∣ : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z}∣∣∣ ,
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for some positive integer m ≤ n if and only if there exist a subset L ⊆ [0, n) ∩ Z subject to |L| = m such that
0 6≡ LCM


∏
u < v
u, v ∈ L ∪ f (L)
(xv − xu) ,
∏
i < j
i, j ∈ L
((
xf(j) − xj
)2 − (xf(i) − xi)2)


mod
{
x
n
k : k ∈ L ∪ f (L)
}
and for all S ⊆ [0, n) ∩ Z subject to |S| > |L| we have
0 ≡ LCM


∏
u < v
u, v ∈ S ∪ f (S)
(xv − xu) ,
∏
i < j
i, j ∈ S
((
xf(j) − xj
)2 − (xf(i) − xi)2)


mod
{
x
n
k : k ∈ S ∪ f (S)
}
Proof : As a result of the fact that we are reducing the LCM modulo the algebraic relations{
x
n
k = 0 : k ∈ L ∪ f (L)
}
,
the remainder of each LCM is completely determined by evaluations over the integer lattice ([0, n) ∩ Z)|L∪f(L)| as prescribed in
Eq. (3). This ensure a discrete set of roots for the resulting polynomial. It suffices to prove the claim when L = [0, n) ∩ Z for
the argument is similar for other subsets. The LCM vanishes at a particular point of the integer lattice ([0, n) ∩ Z)n only if one of
the factors vanishes at that point. Furthermore, a factor of the multivariate polynomial construction vanishes at a particular point
of the integer lattice ([0, n) ∩ Z)n if two distinct vertices are assigned the same label ( from the vertex Vandermonde determinant
factor ) or alternatively if two distinct edges are assigned the same label ( from the edge Vandermonde determinant factor ). The
proof of necessity follows from the observation that the only possible roots to the multivariate polynomial
LCM


∏
0≤i<j<n
(xj − xi) ,
∏
0≤i<j<n
((
xf(j) − xj
)2 − (xf(i) − xi)2)

mod{xni : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z}
arise from vertex label assignments x ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)n for which either distinct vertex variables are assigned the same label or distinct
edges are assigned the same induced subtractive edge label. Consequently, the congruence identity
0 ≡ LCM


∏
0≤i<j<n
(xj − xi) ,
∏
0≤i<j<n
((
xf(j) − xj
)2 − (xf(i) − xi)2)

mod{xni : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z}
implies that Gf admits no graceful labeling. For otherwise the canonical representative of the residue class would be a non identically
zero polynomial of degree at most (n− 1) in each variable. By the polynomial argument such a polynomial must have a non vanishing
point in ([0, n) ∩ Z)n. On the other hand the proof of sufficiency follows from the fact that every graceful labeling of Gf yields an
assignment to the vertex variable entries of x such that
∏
0≤i<j<n
(xj − xi)
((
xf(j) − xj
)2 − (xf(i) − xi)2) ∈

±
∏
0≤i<j<n
(j − i)2 (j + i)

 ,
thus completing the proof.
Note that the polynomial construction above is determinental since
det (V) =
∏
0≤i<j<n
(xj − xi)
((
xf(j) − xj
)2 − (xf(i) − xi)2) ,
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where
V [i, j] =

 ∑
0≤k<n
xki
(
xf(j) − xj
)2k = 1−
(
xi
(
xf(j) − xj
)2)n
1− xi
(
xf(j) − xj
)2 , ∀ 0 ≤ i, j < n.
Let (Sn/AutGf)/In denote the set of representative of the equivalence classes of complementary relabeling orbits
{σ, (n− 1)− σ} ⊂ Sn/AutGf .
The following combinatorial resolvent construction follows as a corollary of Prop. (1a)
∀ γ ∈ Sn,
∏
σ∈(Sn/AutGf)/In

1− ∏
0≤i<j<n
((
xσfσ(−1)(j) − xj
)2 − (xσfσ(−1)(i) − xi)2
j2 − i2
)2 ≡ 1 mod {xi − γ (i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z}
if the functional graph Gf admits no graceful labeling and otherwise whenever the functional graph Gf is graceful we have
∏
σ∈(Sn/AutGf)/In

1− ∏
0≤i<j<n
((
xσfσ(−1)(j) − xj
)2 − (xσfσ(−1)(i) − xi)2
j2 − i2
)2 = ∑
0≤i<n
(xi − i) gi,f (x)
for some {gi,f (x) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z} ⊂ C [x0, · · · , xn−1]. Symmetries of the polynomials in the set {gi,f (x) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z} relative
to permutation of the variables determine vertices which can be assigned the labels 0 as well as the label (n− 1) in some graceful
labeling of Gf .
We now describe a similar determinental construction for certifying that a given functional directed graph is harmonious. Re-
call from [GS80] that a functional directed graph Gf associated with f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z is harmonious if
∀ 0 ≤ i < j < n, (f (j) + j) 6≡ (f (i) + i) mod n.
Note that induced additive edge labels are more simply obtained from products of n-th roots of unity assigned to the vertices
spanning each edge.
Proposition 1b : ( Determinental certificate of harmony ) A functional directed graph Gf associated with f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z
is such that
m = max
σ∈Sn
∣∣∣{σfσ(−1) (i) + i mod n : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z}∣∣∣
for some positive integer m ≤ n if and only if there exist a subset L ⊆ [0, n) ∩ Z subject to |L| = m such that
0 6≡ LCM


∏
u < v
u, v ∈ L ∪ f (L)
(xv − xu) ,
∏
i < j
i, j ∈ L
(
xf(j)xj − xf(i)xi
)


mod {xnk − 1 : k ∈ L ∪ f (L)}
and for all S ⊆ [0, n) ∩ Z subject to |S| > |L| we have
0 ≡ LCM


∏
u < v
u, v ∈ S ∪ f (S)
(xv − xu) ,
∏
i < j
i, j ∈ S
(
xf(j)xj − xf(i)xi
)


mod {xnk − 1 : k ∈ S ∪ f (S)}
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Proof : It suffices to prove the claim when L = [0, n) ∩ Z. Quite similarly to the argument used to prove Prop. (1a), the
proof of sufficiency follows from the observation that the only possible roots to the multivariate polynomial
LCM


∏
0≤i<j<n
(xj − xi) ,
∏
0≤i<j<n
(
xf(j)xj − xf(i)xi
)mod {xni − 1 : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z} ,
arise from vertex label assignments for which either distinct vertex variables are assigned the same label or distinct edges are
assigned the same induced additive edge label. Consequently the congruence identity
0 ≡ LCM


∏
0≤i<j<n
(xj − xi) ,
∏
0≤i<j<n
(
xf(j)xj − xf(i)xi
)mod {xni − 1 : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z} ,
implies that Gf admits no harmonious labeling. For otherwise the canonical representative of the residue class would be a non
identically zero polynomial of degree at most (n− 1) in each variable. By the polynomial argument such a polynomial must have
a non vanishing point in
{
exp
{
2πt
√−1
n
}
: t ∈ Z/nZ
}n
. On the other hand the proof of necessity follows from the fact that every
harmonious labeling of Gf yields an assignment to the vertex variables in {xi : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z} such that
∏
0≤i<j<n
(xj − xi)
(
xf(j)xj − xf(i)xi
) ∈

±
∏
0≤i<j<n
(
ωjn − ωin
)2 ,
where ωn := exp
(
2π
√−1
n
)
. Thus completing the proof.
Note that the polynomial construction above is also determinental since
det (W) =
∏
0≤i<j<n
(xj − xi)
(
xf(j)xj − xf(i)xi
)
,
where
W [i, j] =
1− (xixjxf(j))n
1− xixjxf(j)
, ∀ 0 ≤ i, j < n.
The following combinatorial resolvent construction follows as a corollary of Prop. (1b)
∀ γ ∈ Sn,
∏
σ∈Sn/AutGf

1− ∏
0≤i<j<n
(
xj xσfσ(−1)(j) − xi xσfσ(−1)(i)
ωjn − ωin
)2 ≡ 1 mod {xi − ωγ(i)n : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z} ,
if Gf admits no harmonious labeling and otherwise whenever the functional graph Gf admits a harmonious labeling we have
∏
σ∈Sn/AutGf

1− ∏
0≤i<j<n
(
xσfσ(−1)(j)xj − xσfσ(−1)(i)xi
ωjn − ωin
)2 = ∑
0≤i<n
(
xi − ωin
)
hi,f (x) ,
for some {hi,f (x) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z} ⊂ C [x0, · · · , xn−1].
3 Composition Lemmas.
We state and prove here the first of two Composition Lemmas.
Lemma 2a: ( weak Graceful Composition Lemma ) For every f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z subject to
∣∣f (n−1) ([0, n) ∩ Z)∣∣ = 1,
n = max
σ∈Sn
∣∣∣∣
{∣∣∣∣(σf (2)σ(−1)) (i)− (σf (2)σ(−1))(0) (i)
∣∣∣∣ : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}∣∣∣∣ ≤ maxσ∈Sn
∣∣∣∣
{∣∣∣∣(σfσ(−1)) (i)− (σfσ(−1))(0) (i)
∣∣∣∣ : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}∣∣∣∣ .
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Proof : To establish the desired claim consider a variant of the graceful certificate construction viewed as an element of
Q
(
xg(0)(0), · · · , xg(0)(n−1)
) [
xg(0), · · · , xg(n−1)
]
expressed by
H
(
xg(0), · · · , xg(n−1)
)
=
∏
0≤i<j<n
(
xg(0)(j) − xg(0)(i)
) ((
xg(j) − xg(0)(j)
)2 − (xg(i) − xg(0)(i))2) .
We seek to reflect a given function f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z subject to ∣∣f (n−1) ([0, n) ∩ Z)∣∣ = 1 into H and investigate the residue class
H
(
xg(0), · · · , xg(n−1)
)
mod


∏
j∈[0,n)∩Z
(
xg(i) − xg(0)(j)
)
: i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z

 .
As such the remainder of H is thus given by
∑
q∈([0,n)∩Z)[0,n)∩Z
H
(
xg(0) = xq(0), · · · , xg(n−1) = xq(n−1)
) ∏
k∈[0,n)∩Z


∏
jk ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
jk 6= q (k)
(
xg(k) − xjk
xq(k) − xjk
)

 .
The remainder is therefore a polynomial in the n variables
{
xg(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
over the field
Q
(
xg(0)(0), · · · , xg(0)(n−1)
)
.
Note that the remainder is completely determined by evaluations of the polynomial H in the n variables
{
xg(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
over
the grid
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}n
. Assume without loss of generality that
i < f (i) , ∀ i ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z) \ {n− 1} .
To account for the pre-image structure of the given function f , we partition the n variables in
{
xg(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
into free
variables and dependent variables. For such a function f there will be |f ([0, n) ∩ Z)| free variables given by{
xg(max f(−1)({f(i)})) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
.
The remaining n− |f ([0, n) ∩ Z)| variables will be dependent variables. In order to determine whether or not the given function f
is graceful, we assign free variables to dependent in H as follows
xg(i) = xg(max f(−1)({f(i)})), ∀ xg(i) ∈
({
xg(u) : u ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
} \{xg(max f(−1)({f(v)})) : v ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
})
.
We refer to this assignment as the canonical assignment in H performed for f . Note that the canonical assignment in H performed
for f , eliminates all dependent variables from H . For instance if f is the identically constant function
f (i) = n− 1, ∀ i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
each one of the dependent variables which make up the set
{
xg(i) : i ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z) \ {n− 1}
}
is replaced by the unique free variable
xg(n−1). In which case, the result of the canonical assignment in H performed for f is a univariate polynomial in xg(n−1) of degree
at most (n− 1) over the chosen field and given by
H
(
xg(0) = xg(n−1), xg(1) = xg(n−1), · · · , xg(n−1) = xg(n−1), xg(n−1)
)
mod


∏
k∈[0,n)∩Z
(
xg(j) − xg(0)(k)
)
: j ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z

 .
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Let us now compare the canonical assignment in H performed for f to the canonical assignment in H performed for f (2). Note that
dependent variables in the variable partition associated with f remain dependent variables in the variable partition associated with
f (2). However, when f (2) 6= f , some of the free variables in the variable partition associated with f , become dependent variables
in the variable partition associated with f (2). Consequently, the canonical assignment in H performed for f (2) can be obtained
directly from the canonical assignment in H performed for f via the substitutions of the form
xg(max f(−1)({f(i)})) = xg(max f(−2)({f(2)(i)})).
It therefore follows that the polynomial obtained from the canonical assignment in H performed for f (2) is a restriction of the poly-
nomial obtained from the canonical assignment inH performed for f . Consequently, if the polynomial obtained from the canonical as-
signment inH performed for f (2) is non-zero for some assignment of its free variables over the grid
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}|f(2)([0,n)∩Z)|
then the canonical assignment in H performed for f must also be non-zero for some assignment of its free variables over the grid{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}|f([0,n)∩Z)|
.
According to our premise, the polynomial obtained from the canonical assignment in H performed for f (2) evaluates to a non-
zero value, for some assignment to its free variables of values from the grid
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}|f(2)([0,n)∩Z)|
. In particular, the
premise assert that the canonical assignment in H performed for f (2) evaluates to some non-zero value when assignment of real
number to variables in
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
result in an arithmetic progression of size n in R with common difference equal to
one. It therefore follows from the restriction argument that the canonical assignment in H performed for f also evaluates to some
non-zero value when values are assigned to the variables in
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
so as to result in an arithmetic progression in
R with common difference equal to one. We therefore conclude that
max
σ∈Sn
∣∣∣∣
{∣∣∣∣(σf (2)σ(−1)) (i)− (σf (2)σ(−1))(0) (i)
∣∣∣∣ : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}∣∣∣∣ ≤ maxσ∈Sn
∣∣∣∣
{∣∣∣∣(σfσ(−1)) (i)− (σfσ(−1))(0) (i)
∣∣∣∣ : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}∣∣∣∣ .

We now state and prove the second variant of the Composition Lemma proved.
Lemma 2b : ( Harmonious Composition Lemma ) For every f ∈ (Z/nZ)Z/nZ
n = max
σ∈Sn
∣∣∣∣
{(
σf (2)σ(−1)
)
(i) +
(
σf (2)σ(−1)
)(0)
(i) : i ∈ Z/nZ
}∣∣∣∣ ≤ maxσ∈Sn
∣∣∣∣
{(
σfσ(−1)
)
(i) +
(
σfσ(−1)
)(0)
(i) : i ∈ Z/nZ
}∣∣∣∣
Proof : To establish the desired claim consider the following variant of the harmonious certificate construction as an element
of
Q
(
xg(0)(0), · · · , xg(0)(0)
) [
xg(0), · · · , xg(0)
]
expressed by
H
(
xg(0), · · · , xg(0)
)
=
∏
0≤i<j<n
(
xg(0)(j) − xg(0)(i)
) (
xg(j)xg(0)(j) − xg(i)xg(0)(i)
)
.
We seek to reflect a given function f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z subject to ∣∣f (n−1) ([0, n) ∩ Z)∣∣ = 1 into H and investigate the residue class
H
(
xg(0), · · · , xg(0)
)
mod


∏
j∈[0,n)∩Z
(
xg(i) − xg(0)(i)
) .
As such the remainder of H is given by
∑
q∈([0,n)∩Z)[0,n)∩Z
H
(
xg(0) = xq(0), · · · , xg(0) = xq(n−1)
) ∏
k∈[0,n)∩Z


∏
jk ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
jk 6= q (k)
xg(k) − xjk
xq(k) − xjk

 .
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As such the canonical remainder is a polynomial in the n variables
{
xg(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
over the field
Q
(
xg(0)(0), · · · , xg(0)(0)
)
.
Note that the remainder is completely determined by evaluations of the polynomial H in the n variables
{
xg(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
over
the grid
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}n
. Assume without loss of generality that
i < f (i) , ∀ i ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z) \ {n− 1} .
To account for the pre-image structure of the given function f , we partition the n variables in
{
xg(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
into free
variables and dependent variables. For such a function f there will be |f ([0, n) ∩ Z)| free variables given by{
xg(max f(−1)({f(i)})) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
.
The remaining n − |f ([0, n) ∩ Z)| variables will be dependent variables. In order to determine wether or not the given function f
is harmonious, we assign free variables to dependent in H as follows
xg(i) = xg(max f(−1)({f(i)})), ∀ xg(i) ∈
({
xg(u) : u ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
} \{xg(max f(−1)({f(v)})) : v ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
})
.
We refer to this assignment as the canonical assignment in H performed for f . Note that the canonical assignment in H performed
for f eliminates all the dependent variables from H . Let us now compare the canonical assignment in H performed for f to the
the canonical assignment in H performed for f (2) . Note that dependent variables in the variables partition associated with f
remain dependent variables in the variable partition associated with f (2). However, when f (2) 6= f , some of the free variables in the
variable partition associated with f , become dependent variables in the variables partition associated with f (2). Consequently, the
canonical assignment in H performed for f (2) can be obtained directly from the canonical assignment in H performed for f via the
substitution
xg(max f(−1)({f(i)})) = xg(max f(−2)({f(2)(i)})).
It therefore follows that the polynomial obtained from the canonical assignment in H performed for f (2) is a restriction of the poly-
nomial obtained from the canonical assignment inH performed for f . Consequently, if the polynomial obtained from the canonical as-
signment inH performed for f (2) is non-zero for some assignment to its free variables over the grid
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}|f(2)([0,n)∩Z)|
then the canonical assignment in H performed for f must be non-zero for some assignment of its free variables over the grid{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}|f([0,n)∩Z)|
.
According to our premise, the polynomial obtained from the canonical assignment in H performed for f (2) evaluates to a non-zero
value for some assignment to its free variables of values from the grid
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}|f(2)([0,n)∩Z)|
. In particular, the premise
assert that the canonical assignment in H performed for f (2) evaluates to a non-zero value when assignments of complex numbers
to variables in
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
result in n distinct n-th roots of unity. It therefore follows by the restriction argument that
the canonical assignment in H performed for f also evaluates to a non-zero value when complex numbers are assigned to variables
in
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
so as to result in n distinct roots of unity. We therefore conclude that
max
σ∈Sn
∣∣∣∣
{(
σf (2)σ(−1)
)
(i) +
(
σf (2)σ(−1)
)(0)
(i) : i ∈ Z/nZ
}∣∣∣∣ ≤ maxσ∈Sn
∣∣∣∣
{(
σfσ(−1)
)
(i) +
(
σfσ(−1)
)(0)
: i ∈ Z/nZ
}∣∣∣∣ .
4 The Graceful and Harmonious Labeling Theorems.
The Graceful Labeling Theorem easily follows from the weak graceful Composition Lemma as follows.
Theorem 3a : ( Graceful Labeling Theorem ) All trees are graceful.
Proof : We start by showing that the functional directed graph Gf associated with the function f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z given
by
f (i) = n− 1, ∀ i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z,
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is graceful. Let H ∈ (Q (xg(0)(0), · · · , xg(0)(n−1))) [xg(0), · · · , xg(n−1)] be given by
H
(
xg(0), xg(1), · · · , xg(n−2), xg(n−1)
)
=
∏
0≤i<j<n
(
xg(0)(j) − xg(0)(i)
) ((
xg(j) − xg(0)(j)
)2 − (xg(i) − xg(0)(i))2) .
We seek to characterize the residue class of the polynomial construction
H (xg(0), xg(1), · · · , xg(n−2), xg(n−1)) mod


∏
i∈[0,n)∩Z
(
xg(k) − xg(0)(t)
)
: i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z




associated with the given function f . To account for the pre-image structure of f we perform the following variables substitution
into H
H
(
xg(0) = xg(n−1), xg(1) = xg(n−1), · · · , xg(n−2) = xg(n−1), xg(n−1)
)
=∏
0≤i<j<n
(
xg(0)(j) − xg(0)(i)
) ((
xg(n−1) − xg(0)(j)
)2 − (xg(n−1) − xg(0)(i))2)
We see that the resulting expression is non-zero over any real value assignment to the variables in
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
which
results in an arithmetic progression in R of size n having common difference equal to one whenever
xg(n−1) ∈
{
max
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
, min
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}}
.
Having thus established that
n = max
σ∈Sn
∣∣∣∣
{∣∣∣∣(σfσ(−1)) (i)− (σfσ(−1))(0) (i)
∣∣∣∣ : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}∣∣∣∣
The desired result follows by repeatedly applying the Lem. (2a) for we know that repeated composition of any functional tree with
itself eventually results in an identically constant function.
Theorem 3b : ( Harmonious Labeling Theorem ) All trees are harmonious.
Proof : We start by showing that the functional directed graph Gf associated with f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z given by
f (i) = n− 1, ∀ i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z,
is graceful. Let H ∈ (Q (xg(0)(0), · · · , xg(0)(n−1))) [xg(0), · · · , xg(n−1)] be given by
H
(
xg(0), xg(1), · · · , xg(n−2), xg(n−1)
)
=
∏
0≤i<j<n
(
xg(0)(j) − xg(0)(i)
) (
xg(j)xg(0)(j) − xg(i)xg(0)(i)
)
.
We seek to characterize the residue class of the polynomial construction
H (xg(0), xg(1), · · · , xg(n−2), xg(n−1)) mod


∏
t∈[0,n)∩Z
(
xg(k) − xg(0)(t)
)
: k ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z




associated with the given function f . To account for the pre-image structure of f we perform the following variables substitution
into H
H
(
xg(0) = xg(n−1), xg(1) = xg(n−1), · · · , xg(n−2) = xg(n−1), xg(n−1)
)
=
∏
0≤i<j<n
(
xg(0)(j) − xg(0)(i)
) (
xg(j)xg(0)(j) − xg(i)xg(0)(i)
)
=
(
xg(n−1)
)(n2) ∏
0≤i<j<n
(
xg(0)(j) − xg(0)(i)
)2
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which is non-zero for any assignment
xg(n−1) ∈
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
.
over any complex number assignment to the variables in
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
which results in n distinct n-th roots of unity.
Having thus established that
n = max
σ∈Sn
∣∣∣∣
{((
σfσ(−1)
)
(i) +
(
σfσ(−1)
)(0)
(i)
)
mod n : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}∣∣∣∣
The desired result follows by repeatedly applying the Lem. (2b) for we know that repeated composition of any functional tree with
itself eventually results in an identically constant function.
5 Strengthening the Composition Lemma.
We state here and prove a strong Composition Lemma which establishes as a corollary the strong GLC first proposed in [GW18].
For notational convenience, let
LCMℓ,f := LCM


∏
0≤i<j<n
(
xf(0)(j) − xf(0)(i)
)
,
∏
0 ≤ i 6= f (i) < n
n− ℓ ≤ j < n
((
xf(i) − xf(0)(i)
)2 − j2)


×
∏
0≤u<v<w<n
(
(xf(w) − xf(0)(w))2
(√−3− 1
2
)0
+ (xf(v) − xf(0)(v))2
(√−3− 1
2
)1
+ (xf(u) − xf(0)(u))2
(√−3− 1
2
)2)
(4)
The polynomial construction above is a variant of the determinantal certificate described in Prop. (1a). The main difference between
the two certificates is that the polynomial LCMℓ,f does not vanish identically modulo the algebraic relations{
x
n
i = 0 : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
if and only if the functional directed graph Gf admits a labeling in which no two distinct vertices are assigned the same label,
no three distinct edges are assigned the same induced subtractive edge label and none of the induced edge labels is greater than
n− ℓ− 1.
Lemma 4 : ( strong Graceful Composition Lemma ) For all f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z subject to subject to
∣∣f (n−1) ([0, n) ∩ Z)∣∣ = 1
and some integer 0 ≤ ℓ < ⌈n−12 ⌉
0 6≡ LCMℓ,f(2) mod
{
x
n
i : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
=⇒ 0 6≡ LCMℓ,f mod
{
x
n
i : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
Proof : To establish the desired claim consider the following variant of the certificate construction in Eq. (4) as an element
of ((
Q
[√−3− 1
2
]) (
xg(0)(0), · · · , xg(0)(n−1)
)) [
xg(0), · · · , xg(n−1)
]
expressed by
H
(
xg(0), · · · , xg(n−1)
)
=∏
0≤i<j<n
(
xg(0)(j) − xg(0)(i)
) ∏
0 ≤ i 6= f (i) < n
n− ℓ ≤ j < n
((
xg(i) − xg(0)(i)
)2 − j2)×
12
∏
0≤u<v<w<n
(
(xg(w) − xg(0)(w))2
(√−3− 1
2
)0
+ (xg(v) − xg(0)(v))2
(√−3− 1
2
)1
+ (xg(u) − xg(0)(u))2
(√−3− 1
2
)2)
We seek to reflect a given function f ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z subject to
∣∣f (n−1) ([0, n) ∩ Z)∣∣ = 1 into H and investigate the residue class
H
(
xg(0), · · · , xg(n−1)
)
mod


∏
j∈[0,n)∩Z
(
xg(i) − xg(0)(j)
)
: i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z

 .
As such the remainder of H is thus given by
∑
q∈([0,n)∩Z)[0,n)∩Z
H
(
xg(0) = xq(0), · · · , xg(n−1) = xq(n−1)
) ∏
k∈[0,n)∩Z


∏
jk ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
jk 6= q (k)
(
xg(k) − xjk
xq(k) − xjk
)

 .
The remainder is therefore a polynomial in the n variables
{
xg(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
over the field((
Q
[√−3− 1
2
]) (
xg(0)(0), · · · , xg(0)(n−1)
)) [
xg(0), · · · , xg(n−1)
]
.
Note that the remainder is completely determined by evaluations of the polynomial H in the n variables
{
xg(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
over
the grid
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}n
. Assume without loss of generality that
i < f (i) , ∀ i ∈ ([0, n) ∩ Z) \ {n− 1} .
To account for the pre-image structure of the given function f , we partition the n variables in
{
xg(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
into free
variables and dependent variables. For such a function f there will be |f ([0, n) ∩ Z)| free variables given by{
xg(max f(−1)({f(i)})) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
.
The remaining n− |f ([0, n) ∩ Z)| variables will be dependent variables. In order to determine whether or not the given function f
is graceful, we assign free variables to dependent in H as follows
xg(i) = xg(max f(−1)({f(i)})), ∀ xg(i) ∈
({
xg(u) : u ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
} \{xg(max f(−1)({f(v)})) : v ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
})
.
We refer to this assignment as the canonical assignment in H performed for f .
Let us now compare the canonical assignment in H performed for f to the canonical assignment in H performed for f (2). Note
that dependent variables in the variable partition associated with f remain dependent variables in the variable partition associated
with f (2). However, when f (2) 6= f , some of the free variables in the variable partition associated with f , become dependent
variables in the variable partition associated with f (2). Consequently, the canonical assignment in H performed for f (2) can be
obtained directly from the canonical assignment in H performed for f via the substitution
xg(max f(−1)({f(i)})) = xg(max f(−2)({f(2)(i)})).
It therefore follows that the polynomial obtained from the canonical assignment in H performed for f (2) is a restriction of the poly-
nomial obtained from the canonical assignment inH performed for f . Consequently, if the polynomial obtained from the canonical as-
signment inH performed for f (2) is non-zero for some assignment of its free variables over the grid
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}|f(2)([0,n)∩Z)|
then the canonical assignment in H performed for f must also be non-zero for some assignment of its free variables over the grid{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}|f([0,n)∩Z)|
.
According to our premise, the polynomial obtained from the canonical assignment in H performed for f (2) evaluates to a non-
zero value for some assignment to its free variables of values from the grid
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}|f(2)([0,n)∩Z)|
. In particular,
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the premise assert that the canonical assignment in H performed for f (2) evaluates to a non-zero value when assignments of real
numbers to variables in
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
result in an arithmetic progression in R of size n with common difference equal
to one. It therefore follows from the restriction argument that the canonical assignment in H performed for f also evaluates to a
non-zero value when real numbers are assigned to variables in
{
xg(0)(i) : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
so as to result in an arithmetic progression
in R of size n with common difference equal to one. We therefore conclude that
0 6≡ LCMℓ,f(2) mod
{
x
n
i : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
=⇒ 0 6≡ LCMℓ,f mod
{
x
n
i : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
6 Strengthening the Graceful Labeling Theorem.
The strong Composition Lemma yields as a corollary a proof of the strong GLC first proposed in [GW18], stated as follows
Theorem 5 : ( strong Graceful Labeling Theorem ) Every induced edge label sequence of an identically constant function
in ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z is common to all functional trees on n vertices.
Proof : Assume for notational convenience and without loss of generality that the chosen identically constant function is such
that ∀ i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z, f (i) ≤ i. Consequently f (n−1) denotes the identically constant zero function. Having proved that all trees are
graceful we now focus on the remaining
⌊
n
2
⌋
+
(
n− 2 ⌊n2 ⌋) − 1 induced edge label sequences associated with identically constant
functions in ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z each of which determines a congruence identities of the form
0 6≡ LCMℓ,f(n−1) mod
{
x
n
i : i ∈ [0, n) ∩ Z
}
,
where 0 ≤ ℓ < ⌈n−12 ⌉ . Seen from the fact that we can identify the relabelings associated with any one of the ⌊n2 ⌋ + (n− 2 ⌊n2 ⌋)
possible induced edge label sequences of constant functions in ([0, n) ∩ Z)[0,n)∩Z. The desired result follows by repeatedly applying
the contrapositive of the strong Graceful Composition Lemma.
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